Abstract. We construct realizations of the generators of the κ-Minkowski space and κ-Poincaré algebra as formal power series in the h-adic extension of the Weyl algebra.
Introduction
Recent years have witnessed a growing interest in applications of noncommutative (NC) geometry to a possible unification of quantum field theory and gravity [1] - [15] . Current progress in high-energy physics relies in great part on ideas which embody a modification in the description of spacetime as a continuous geometrical structure. This modification is a natural consequence of the appearance of a new fundamental length scale known as Planck length [2] , [3] . The Planck length plays a fundamental role in loop quantum gravity where a quantization process leads to the area and volume operators having discrete spectra. The minimal values of the corresponding eigenvalues are proportional to the square and cube of the Planck length, respectively [16] , [17] . As a new fundamental, observer-independent quantity, the Planck length is incorporated into kinematic theory within the framework of the doubly special relativity (DSR) theory [18] , [19] . In DSR there exist two observer-independent scales, velocity (identified with the speed of light) and length or mass (expected to be the Planck length or Planck mass). The Minkowski
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spacetime is deformed into a noncommutative space for which a mathematical model is provided by the κ-Minkowski space [18] - [22] . The symmetry algebra for doubly special relativity is obtained by deforming the ordinary Poincaré algebra into a Hopf algebra known as κ-Poincaré algebra [21] - [27] . Different representations (bases) [21] of the κ-Poincaré algebra correspond to different versions of the DSR theory. However, the resulting spacetime algebra is independent of the representation [21] , [27] . Recently, the κ-Minkowski NC space in bicrossproduct basis was shown to emerge from considerations of a NC differential structure on a pseudo-Rimannian manifold [28] , [29] .
As a part of a general effort to understand the structure of NC spaces, in this paper we shall be interested in developing differential calculus on the κ-Minkowski space. The κ-Minkowski space was studied by different groups, from both the mathematical and physical points of view. The construction of differential calculus on the κ-Minkowski space was considered by Sitarz in Ref. [30] . He has shown that there is no fourdimensional bicovariant differential calculus which is Lorentz covariant. If one requires that both conditions are met, then the space of one-forms becomes five dimensional. His work was subsequently generalized to n dimensions by Gonera et. al. [31] . A drawback of this approach is that if one-forms are to be generated by an action of the exterior derivative on the NC coordinates, then there should be exactly n forms obtained in this way. There have been several attempts to circumvent this problem in the Euclidean and Minkowski space [32] - [33] . In Ref. [34] the authors have constructed a noncommutative version of one-forms on the κ-Euclidean space as deformations of ordinary one-forms. The NC forms are obtained by an action of a deformed exterior derivative on NC coordinates. In Ref. [33] , Bu et. al.
constructed a differential algebra on the κ-Minkowski space from Jordanian twist of the Weyl algebra and showed that the algebra is closed in four dimensions. In their approach they extended the κ-Poincaré algebra with a dilatation operator and used a coproduct of the Lorentz generators which is different from the one used in Ref. [30] .
The present paper is a continuation of previous work on differential forms discussed in Ref. [34] . Here we construct a differential algebra on the κ-Minkowski space in which the number of NC one-forms ξ µ is equal to the number of NC coordinatesx µ . This is a key difference between our approach and the one presented in Ref. [30] . The differential algebra is compatible with an action of the Lorentz generators M µν and has the property that the commutator [ξ µ ,x ν ] is closed in the space spanned by the one-forms ξ µ alone. The closedness of the commutator is important since in this case any k-form can be written as a linear combination of forms of the type
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce the aglebra generated by the κ-Minkowski coordinatesx µ and Lorentz generators M µν . We extend this algebra by the momentum operators p µ such that M µν and p µ generate the κ-deformed Poincaré algebra. We illustrate by examples that this extension is not unique, and in a special case it leads to the undeformed Poincaré algebra. We then study realizations of the coordinateŝ x µ and generators M µν as formal power series in the h-adic extension of the Weyl algebra.
We find a large class of such realizations requiring that the commutator [M µν ,x λ ] is of Lie type. These realizations generalize the results from Refs. [35] and [36] . Of particular importance is the noncovariant realization used in the construction of the differential algebra in section 4. In section 3 we give a brief description of the Hopf algebra structure of the κ-Poincaré algebra based on the realizations found in section 2. Section 4 deals with differential algebra on the κ-Minkowski space. We find realizations of the exterior derivatived whose action on NC coordinatesx µ leads to deformed one-forms ξ µ . The oneforms ξ µ are constructed as elements of the h-adic extension of a super Weyl algebra. The algebra found using these realizations has the important property that the commutator [ξ µ ,x ν ] is closed in the vector space spanned by one-forms ξ µ alone. Sincex µ , M µν and ξ µ belong to an associative algebra, all graded Jacobi identities are automatically satisfied.
The Jacobi identities allow us to define an action of M µν on the algebra generated byx µ and ξ µ which is compatible with he structure of this algebra. This action is different from the one found by Sitarz in Ref. [30] and it does not require introduction of an additional one-form. However, when restricted to the coordinates of the κ-Minkowski space it agrees with the action found in Ref. [30] . We note that in our approach the exterior derivative is not Lorentz-invariant and one-forms do not transform vector-like under the action of the Lorentz generators.
κ-Minkowski space with Lorentz and κ-Poincaré algebra
In this section we consider the κ-Minkowski space with κ-Poincaré algebra, and their realizations as formal power series in the h-adic extension of the Weyl algebra. This construction was introduced in Refs. [35] and [37] for the κ-deformed Euclidean space.
The κ-Minkowski space is an algebra generated by NC coordinatesx 0 ,x 1 , . . . ,x n−1 satisfying the commutation relations
The coordinatesx µ generate a Lie algebra with structure constants C λ µν = a µ δ νλ − a ν δ µλ describing a deformation of the ordinary Minkowski space. One may viewx µ as deformations of ordinary commutative coordinates x µ in the sense thatx µ → x µ as a → 0. Let L denote the Lorentz algebra generated by M µν ,
where
Lorentz algebra L can be embedded into a Lie algebra g κ which contains M κ and L as Lie subalgebras, and g κ = M κ ⊕L as vector spaces. The correct form of the mixed commutator for M µν andx λ in the Euclidean case was found in Ref. [35] . For the Minkowski metric it is given by
Since all Jacobi identitites for M µν andx λ hold, Eqs.
(1)-(3) define a Lie algebra strucure on g κ . The algebra g κ can be extended further by momentum generators p µ satisfying the commutation relations
where H µν and G µνλ are real-analytic functions of p which generally depend on the deformation parameter a. We require that H µν and G µνλ satisfy the classical limit conditions
Relations (1), (4) and (5) define a deformed Heisenberg algebra H κ , while relations (2), (4) and (6) define a κ-deformed Poincaré algebra P κ .
The choice of deformations H µν and G µνλ must be compatible with the requirement thatx µ , M µν and p µ satisfy the Jacobi relations. The Jacobi identities forx µ and p µ imply that H µν satisfy a system of partial differential equations (PDE's)
Similarly, the Jacobi identities for M µν and p µ hold if and only if
Furthermore, the remaining Jacobi identity forx µ , p ν and M λρ can be used to derive a system of PDE's relating the functions H µν and G µνλ .
It is important to note that the extension of g κ by the momentum generators p µ is not unique since the differential equations for H µν and G µνλ admit an infinite family of solutions. For example, one solution is given by
where the scalar product in (10) is taken with respect the Minkowski metric (aP = −a 0 P 0 + n−1 i=1 a i P i ). By straightforward computation one can check that all Jacobi relations for x µ , M µν and P µ are satisfied. In view of Eq. (11) this particular solution yields the undeformed Poincaré algebra. Another solution with a = (a 0 , 0, . . . , 0) is given by
and
where A = a 0 p 0 , ψ and ϕ are arbitrary real-analytic functions such that ψ(0) = ϕ(0) = 1,
The function Ψ(A) is defined by Eq. (35) and the deformed Laplace operator is given by Eq. (37) (with p µ = −i∂ µ .) As we shall see shortly, these deformations are related to realizations disucussed in section 2.1.
The deformed Heisenberg algebra H κ acts on the subalgebra M κ ⊂ H κ as follows. Let 1 denote the unit in M κ and define the action ⊲ :
for all monomials f (x), g(x) ∈ M κ . Consider now the action of the momentum generator
Hence, in view of Eq. (5) the action of p µ on monomials of order one yields
Similarly, for monomials of order two we have
This leads to a deformed Leibniz rule for the action of p µ . We recognize −i o(p)x λ ⊲ 1 as a deformation of the standard Leibniz rule −i(η µνxλ + η µλxν ). The deformation obviously depends on the function H µν (p). To illustrate the point consider the deformed Heisenberg algebra (12)- (13) with ϕ − ψ = 1 + ia 0 ∂ 0 . Then one finds
Therefore, the coproduct ∆p µ induced by the Leibniz rule is also deformed. In the classical limit as a → 0 the Heisenberg algebra H κ becomes undeformed and p µ obeys the standard
Deformations of the Leibniz rule and coproduct described above are discussed in Refs. [35] , [37] and [38] .
2.1. Realizations. In this section we shall study deformations of the Heisenberg and Poincaré algebras using realizations of the generators as formal power series in the h-adic extension of the Weyl algebra. We want to represent coordinatesx µ as deformations of commutative coordinates x µ depending on the parameter a ∈ R n in Eq. (1). Let A n be the Weyl algebra over the field of complex numbers C generated by x µ and the differential operators ∂ µ ≡ ∂ ∂xµ , µ = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. The generators of A n satisfy the commutation relations
] are formal power series in a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a n−1 with coefficients in A n . Consider a representation ofx µ as an
where x α = β x β η βα , and φ αµ is a formal power series in a µ with coefficients in the ring of differential operators ∂ µ . We require thatx µ → x µ as a → 0 which implies that (21) is called a φ-realization of the NC coordinateŝ
This realization is compatible with commutation relations (1) if and only if φ µν satisfy the system of PDE's
Given the complexity of Eqs. (22) the system is often symplified by assuming that φ µν are functions of the commuting variables A = ia∂ and B = a 2 ∂ 2 where the scalar product is taken with respect to the Minkowski metric
. A large class of such realizations in the Euclidean case was found in Refs. [35] , [37] and [38] .
Consider realizations of the Lorentz generators M µν and momenta p µ given by
where Γ µνα is a formal power series in a µ with coefficients in the ring of differential operators ∂ µ . In the classical limit we require that lim a→0 Γ µνα = η αµ ∂ ν − η αν ∂ µ . The functions Γ µνα are uniquely determined by the commutation relations (2)-(3) and the realization (21) . Substituting the realizations forx µ , M µν and p µ into Eqs. (5) and (6) we find
Thus, if the realization of the momentum generator is fixed by p µ = −i∂ µ there is a one-to-one correspondence between the realizations of the generatorsx µ and M µν and deformations of the algebras H κ and M κ . In the rest of the paper we assume that the momenta have the fixed realization p µ = −i∂ µ .
A key tool in the construction of differential forms to be discussed in section 4 is the shift operator. The shfit operator Z is an element of
The first relation in Eq. (25) implies that conjugation by Z n shifts the coordinatex µ by the amount ina µ ,
The shift operator also satisfies the relationx µ Zx ν =x ν Zx µ .
2.1.1. Natural realization. Different realizations are obtained by choosing different admissible functions φ µν . Alternatively, starting from a fixed realization φ µν one can introduce a change of generators of the Weyl algebra,
, to obtain new realizations. A class of such transformations called similarity transformations was described in Ref. [38] .
In this paper we shall consider two types of realizations, noncovariant [35] and a special type of covariant realizations known as the natural realization [37] . The variables used to express these two types of realizations in Eq. (21) will be denoted by (x µ , ∂ µ ) and (X µ , D µ ), respectively. The natural realization is given bŷ
where Z −1 is the inverse shift operator
One can show that if the NC coordinates are given by Eq. (27) , then the Lorentz generators have the standard representation
Thus, Eqs. (27)- (29) provide the natural realization of the aglebra (1)-(3). Since the realization of the momentum generators is given by P µ = −iD µ , M µν and P µ generate the undeformed Poincaré algebra. Note that the natural realization corresponds to our first example of algebra deformation (10)- (11) . This example is rather special since in a generic realization the Poincaré algebra is deformed.
Noncovariant realizations.
In the rest of the paper we shall restrict out attention to deformations of the Minkowski space when a = (a 0 , 0, . . . , 0). Then the commutation relations (1) and (3) yield
By convention the greek indices run through the set {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}, and the latin indices run through the subset {1, 2, . . . , n − 1}.
A family of noncovariant realizations ofx µ satisfying the algebra (30) is given bŷ
where A = −ia 0 ∂ 0 . This family is parametrized by two real-analytic functions ϕ and ψ sastisfying the initial conditions ϕ(0) = ψ(0) = 1 and ϕ ′ (0) is finite. The shift operator in the noncovariant realization is found to be
For a given realization (33) we want to find a realization of the Lorentz generators such that M µν generate the undeformed Lorentz algebra (2) and [M µν ,x λ ] is given by (31)- (32) . The realization of M µν can be found from the natural realization (29) using the transformation of variables (x µ , ∂ µ ) → (X µ , D µ ) which connect the noncovariant and natural realizations ofx µ . One can show that D µ is given in terms of ∂ µ according to
where is the deformed Laplace operator
The deformed Laplace operator satisfies the commutation relation [ ,x µ ] = 2D µ . Moreover, the transformation of X µ is given by
Substituting Eqs. (36) and (38)- (39) into Eq. (29) we obtain the noncovariant realization of M µν :
The realizations (36)- (37) and (40)- (41) generalize the results found in Refs. [35] and [39] .
For example, if ψ = 1 or ψ = 1 + 2A we obtain the realizations found in Ref. [35] , and if ψ = 1 + rA, r = 0, and γ = const. we reproduce the realizations found in Ref. [39] (with τ = 1). The noncovariant realization corresponds to the algebra deformation in example (12)-(16).
Hopf algebra structure of κ-Poincaré algebra
In this section we give a brief description of the Hopf algebra structure of the κ-Poincaré algebra P κ . In the algebra sector the Lorentz generators satisfy the standard relations (2), and the commutator [M µν , p λ ] in Eq. (6) is assumed to be deformed by Eqs. (14)- (16).
The reason for considering this Hopf algebra structure is its relation to the differential algebra on the κ-Minkowski space discussed in section 4. The coproduct and antipodes of p µ and M µν can be conveniently expressed in terms of the shift operator Z = e Ψ(A) where A = a 0 p 0 (c.f. Eq. (35)). Since ∆Z = Z ⊗ Z (see Ref.
[37]) we find
where ln(Z ⊗ Z) = ln(Z) ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ ln(Z). Similarly, one can show that (see Refs. [35] and [38] )
Furthermore, one finds that the coproducts of the Lorentz generators are given by
The counits for all the generators are undeformed. From the definition of antipode [40] and using Eqs. (42)- (45) we find
The antipode of the shift operator is given by S(Z) = Z −1 . The coalgebra structure as well as the antipodes are deformed in all realizations, and particularly in the natural and noncovariant realizations considered here. In the special case when ϕ = ψ = 1 we obtain
Similarly, the antipodes yield
Relations (42)- (49) describe the Hopf algebra structure of P κ in different bases corresponding to different choices of ϕ and ψ. For example, the choice ϕ = ψ = 1 described above corresponds to the bicrossproduct basis [25] , [30] , while ϕ = e −A and ψ = 1 corresponds to the left ordering [32] , [35] . Similarly, ϕ = A/(e A − 1) and ψ = 1 corresponds to the Weyl symmetric ordering [32] , [35] , [37] . Furthermore, if ϕ = ψ = 1 − A (resp. ϕ = 1, ψ = 1+ A) we obtain a basis that corresponds to the left (resp. right) covariant realization in Refs. [33] , [37] and [39] . The coproduct and antipode for the generators P µ = −iD µ in the natural realization are given in Refs. [37] and [41] . The Hopf algebra structure of P κ in the natural realization (27) is related to the classical basis of P κ [21] , [41] . We note that the coproducts for P µ , N i and M i used in Ref. [30] correspond to the coproducts for p µ and M µν when ϕ = ψ = 1 in Eqs. (42)- (45).
Differential forms on κ-Minkowski space
Differential calculus on the κ-deformed Euclidean and Minkowski spaces were considered by several authors in Refs. [30] , [32] - [34] . In Ref. [30] Sitarz has shown that there is no four-dimensional bicovariant differential caluculus on the κ-Minkowski space M κ which is Lorentz covariant. If both conditions are sastisfied this leads to a contradiction with the mixed Jacobi identity for NC coordinates and one-forms. In order to avoid the problem Sitarz has constructed a differential calculus in which the space of one-forms is five-dimensional. However, in an n-dimensional spacetime one should expect exactly n one-forms generated by the action of exterior derivative on the coordinates. In this work we take a different approach based on realizations introduced in section 2. We show that one can define n-dimensional differential algebra on M κ which is consistent with an action of the Lorentz algebra in the sense that all graded Jacobi identities involving the NC coordinates, Lorentz generators and one-forms are satisfied.
Letx µ be the coordinates on M κ satisfying relations (1), and supposex µ are represented in a φ-realization (21). We introduce deformed exterior derivatived and one-forms ξ µ bŷ
where dx α = β dx β η βα and k µν , h µν are formal power series in a µ with coefficients in the ring of differential operators ∂ µ . Differential forms dx µ satisfy the commutation relations
The algebra generated by x µ , ∂ µ and dx µ is a Lie superalgebra graded by the degree of dx µ (deg(x µ ) = deg(∂ µ ) = 0 and deg(dx µ ) = 1). The matrix [h µν ] is assumed to be regular.
Furthermore, we assume that k µν → δ µν and h µν → η µν as a → 0, hence in the classical limit we haved → d = α dx α ∂ α and ξ µ → dx µ as a → 0. Let us define an action of the exterior derivative on monomials f (x) byd ·f = [d,f ]. We note that in the classical limit
Hence, in the noncommutative case we require that ξ µ and d are related by
Using realizations (54) and the fundamental relation (56) we want to construct a differential calculus on M κ that satisfies the following properties:
wheref andĝ are monomials inx µ , (iv) the commutator [ξ µ ,x ν ] is closed in the vector space spanned by one-forms alone,
We note that the commutator [ξ µ ,x ν ] = ξ µxν −x ν ξ µ depends on the realizations ofx µ and ξ µ and need not be closed in ξ µ .
A generalization of the above construction to higher-order forms was presented in detail in Ref. [34] . Here we only state that a k-form is a finite linear combination of monomials an extended star-product of (classical) differential forms [34] .
Relation (56) is equivalent to a system of PDE's relating the functions k µν , h µν and φ µν .
Solutions of such a system in different realizations were discussed in Ref. [34] . Without any further requirements on k µν and h µν the exterior derivative and one-forms satisfy the properties (i)-(iii). We note that consistency of Eqs. (1) and (56) requires that ξ µ andx µ satisfy the compatiblity condition
This condition places certain restrictions on the realizations of ξ µ . For example, h µν = δ µν is not an admissible realization since in this case [ξ µ ,x ν ] = 0 for all µ, ν = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 contradicting Eq. (59).
Let us consider condition (iv). In general, K λ µν is a formal power series in ∂ µ and it depends on the realizations ofx µ and ξ µ . Using Eq. (59) one can decompose K λ µν into symmetric and antisymmetric parts
where A λ µν = 1 2 (a µ δ νλ − a ν δ µλ ) and
Here h −1 µν denotes the (µ, ν) element of the inverse matrix [h µν ] −1 . Thus, in order to satisfy condition (iv) we need to find h µν such that the symmetric part S λ µν is constant. Solving the above problem in full generality is fairly complicated. However, by way of a concrete example we show that such solutions exist. For a given noncovariant realization ofx µ we will constructd such that the one-forms given by Eq. (56) have the desired properties.
Assume the following Ansatz ford:
Using the realization (33)- (34) forx µ we find
dA . We want to find K 1 and K 2 such that ξ 0 = dx 0 Z −s and ξ i = dx i Z −t for some s, t ∈ R, where the shift operator Z is given by Eq. (35) . From Eqs. (63) and (64) we obtain a system of differential equations
Since γ = ψϕ ′ /ϕ + 1, the last two equations are compatible if and only if t = 1. Hence,
Solving the differential equation for K 1 and taking into account the initial condition lim a 0 →0 K 1 (A) = 1 yields
In the limit s → 0 the solution is given by
Thus, we obtain a one-parameter family of exterior derivativeŝ
and corresponding one-forms
Since the shift operator satisfies [Z α ,x µ ] = α ia µ Z α , α ∈ R, it follows that the commutators [ξ µ ,x ν ] are closed:
We point out that the algebra generated byx µ and ξ µ is closed for all noncovariant realizations (33)- (34) and that all graded Jacobi identities for this algebra hold.
Let us now consider the commutation relations for M µν and ξ λ . Using the natural realization (27) one can express the Lorentz generators as
which yields
Thus, one may use the commutation relations (71)-(72) to find
The algebra generated byx µ , ξ µ and M µν is not closed because the commutator
is given in terms of an infinite power series in ∂ µ . However, sincex µ , M µν and ξ µ belong to an associative algebra generated by x µ , ∂ µ and dx µ all graded Jacobi identities hold.
Thus, one can define an action of M µν on the differential algebra D κ defined by relations (30) , (71) and (72) as follows. First define the action ofx µ and ξ µ on D κ simply bŷ
Since the commutator [M µν , ξ λ ] depends on ∂ µ we also need to set
The coproduct and antipode for boosts given by Eqs. (44) and (48) yield
where we have used p µ = −i∂ µ . If f (x) is a monomial of degree m, then Eq. (26) implies
Subtituting this into Eq. (87) we obtain
Since ∂ µ ⊲ 1 = 0 and M µν ⊲ 1 = 0, it follows that
and consequently (81)). We remarked earlier that when the action in [30] is extended in a covariant way from M κ to the differential algebra D κ one obtains a contradiction with the mixed Jacobi identity forx µ ,x ν and ξ λ . In order to resolve the contradiction Sitarz introduced an additional one-form φ which is Lorentz invariant, M µν ⊲ φ = 0, thus making the space of one-forms (n + 1)-dimensional. In Ref.
[33] the same problem was resolved by extending the κ-Poincaré algebra with a dilatation operator and using a different coproduct for M µν . In this case the commutator [M µν ,x λ ] is different from the one in Eq. (3). The coproduct for P µ in Ref. [33] corresponds to the coproduct for ∂ µ in the left-covariant realization in Ref. [37] and to the special case of the noncovariant realization (33)-(34) with ϕ = ψ = 1 − A. We note that the requirement [M µν ,d] = 0 is equivalent to the bicovariance requirement in Ref. [30] . In our work, however, [M µν ,d] = 0 for any choice of ϕ and ψ in the noncovariant realization. We also note that this is true even in the classical limit since [M µν ,d] → dx µ ∂ ν − dx ν ∂ µ = 0 as a → 0.
We conclude the discussion with the following remarks. In this paper we have generalized the realizations ofx µ and M µν introduced originally in Ref. [35] . We have given the Hopf algebra structure of the κ-Poincaré algebra P κ when the deformation of the algebra sector is given by Eqs. (14)- (16 [42]- [45] , scalar field theory, statistics and twist operators [33] , [36] , [39] , [46] , [47] will be given in future work.
